Johnny Tremain Chapter
Questions
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft
documents of this Johnny Tremain Chapter Questions
by online. You might not require more become old to spend
to go to the ebook establishment as without diﬃculty as
search for them. In some cases, you likewise reach not
discover the statement Johnny Tremain Chapter Questions
that you are looking for. It will categorically squander the
time.
However below, similar to you visit this web page, it will be
correspondingly categorically easy to acquire as capably as
download guide Johnny Tremain Chapter Questions
It will not take many epoch as we tell before. You can attain
it even though show something else at house and even in
your workplace. in view of that easy! So, are you question?
Just exercise just what we pay for under as capably as
review Johnny Tremain Chapter Questions what you
past to read!

The Year of Miss Agnes
Kirkpatrick Hill 2020-08-04 A
Smithsonian Notable Book
for Children A School Library
Journal Best Book of the
Year “Genius.” —The New
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

York Times Book Review A
beautiful repackage marking
the twentieth anniversary of
the beloved, award-winning
novel that celebrates
teachers and learning. Tenyear-old Frederika (Fred for
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short) doesn’t have much
faith that the new teacher in
town will last very long.
After all, they never do.
Most teachers who come to
their one-room schoolhouse
in remote Alaska leave at
the ﬁrst smell of ﬁsh,
claiming that life there is
just too hard. But Miss
Agnes is diﬀerent: she
doesn’t get frustrated with
her students, and ﬁnds new
ways to teach them to read
and write. She even takes a
special interest in Fred’s
sister, Bokko, who has never
come to school before
because she is deaf. For the
ﬁrst time, Fred, Bokko, and
their classmates begin to
enjoy their lessons—but will
Miss Agnes be like all the
rest and leave as quickly as
she came?
The Pigman Paul Zindel
2011-05-14 One of the bestselling young adult books of
all time, written by Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Paul
Zindel. John Conlan is
nicknamed “The Bathroom
Bomber” after setting oﬀ
ﬁrecrackers in the boys’
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

bathroom 23 times without
ever getting caught. John
and his best friend, Lorraine,
can never please their
parents, and school is a
chore. To pass the time,
they play pranks on
unsuspecting people and it's
during one of these pranks
that they meet the
“Pigman.” In spite of
themselves, John and
Lorraine soon get caught up
in Mr. Pignati’s zest for life.
In fact, they become so
involved that they begin to
destroy the only corner of
the world that has ever
mattered to them. Can they
stop before it’s too late?'
Johnny Tremain
2003-08-01 Intended as a
literary study guide with
activities designed for group
and individual projects.
Includes a book summary,
author information,
vocabulary builders,
comprehension and
discussion questions and
cross-curricular activities.
Some pages are
reproducible for classroom
use.
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A Night Divided
(Scholastic Gold) Jennifer
A. Nielsen 2015-08-25 From
NYT bestselling author
Jennifer A. Nielsen comes a
stunning thriller about a girl
who must escape to
freedom after the Berlin
Wall divides her family
between east and west. A
Night Divided joins the
Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and
beloved novels. Includes
exclusive bonus
content!With the rise of the
Berlin Wall, Gerta ﬁnds her
family suddenly divided.
She, her mother, and her
brother Fritz live on the
eastern side, controlled by
the Soviets. Her father and
middle brother, who had
gone west in search of work,
cannot return home. Gerta
knows it is dangerous to
watch the wall, yet she can't
help herself. She sees the
East German soldiers with
their guns trained on their
own citizens; she, her
family, her neighbors and
friends are prisoners in their
own city.But one day on her
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

way to school, Gerta spots
her father on a viewing
platform on the western
side, pantomiming a
peculiar dance. Gerta
concludes that her father
wants her and Fritz to tunnel
beneath the wall, out of East
Berlin. However, if they are
caught, the consequences
will be deadly. No one can
be trusted. Will Gerta and
her family ﬁnd their way to
freedom?
Johnny Tremain Literature Kit Gr. 7-8
Chad Ibbotson 2019-12-12
Travel back to a time when
conﬂict between the
American colonies and Great
Britain were beginning to
bubble. The higher-order
questions and activities in
this resource are well
thought-out and eﬀective to
use with students at any
reading level. Research the
act of silversmithing and
maker's marks, and describe
why they were used. Answer
true or false questions about
the events the followed
Johnny's tragic accident.
Determine Rab's motives for
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helping Johnny. Explain why
Johnny had to memorize the
names of the members of
the Observers' Club. Find
the word that does not
belong, then write a
sentence explaining why.
Describe the events of the
Boston Tea Party as they
were depicted in the book.
Describe some of the
various moments of loss
that key characters
experienced throughout the
book. Aligned to your State
Standards and written to
Bloom's Taxonomy,
additional crossword, word
search, comprehension quiz
and answer key are also
included. About the Novel:
Johnny Tremain takes place
at the dawn of the American
Revolution. It includes such
notable ﬁgures as Paul
Revere, John Hancock and
Samuel Adams; however,
the story is told from the
perspective of a young,
down-on-his-luck boy. The
story follows Johnny
Tremain, a gifted apprentice
silversmith. His ego and
treatment of others gets the
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

better of him when a tragic
accident causes him to lose
the function of his right
hand. Now, unable to
continue with his
apprenticeship, Johnny must
ﬁnd a new way to support
himself. He settles on
delivering newspapers for
the Boston Observer. During
this time, Johnny becomes
involved with the Boston
Patriots who lead the Boston
Tea Party and the Battle of
Lexington. Johnny Tremain is
a ﬁctional tale that delves
into the true events that
surround the American
Revolution.
"Who Could That Be at This
Hour?" Lemony Snicket
2012-10-23 In a fading town,
far from anyone he knew or
trusted, a young Lemony
Snicket began his
apprenticeship in an
organization nobody knows
about. He started by asking
questions that shouldn't
have been on his mind. Now
he has written an account
that should not be
published, in four volumes
that shouldn't be read. This
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is the ﬁrst volume.
A Guide for Using Across
Five Aprils in the
Classroom Dona Herweck
Rice 1999 A literature unit to
use while reading Across
Five Aprils.
Tulsa Burning Anna Myers
2009-07-15 The day he
buried his pa, Nobe Chase
lost everything-his father,
his home, and his dog, Rex.
Worst of all, he had to move
into town to live with Sheriﬀ
Leonard-dog killer, wife
stealer, and secret lawbreaker of all sorts. That
day, Nobe found a new
purpose for his life-revenge.
Hate takes over his life,
burning out of control inside
him. Nobe learns how
dangerous hate can be
when it is unleashed in a
fury of ﬁre and gunpowder
during a race riot in nearby
Tulsa. When the violence
spills over into his
hometown, Nobe must
decide what kind of man he
is going to become-one
driven by vengeance or one
driven by courage. Based on
true events in Tulsa,
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

Oklahoma, during May of
1921, Anna Myers has
produced a powerful novel
about a young man who
must wrestle with his past
and ﬁnd the strength to pull
free from the poisonous grip
of hatred and abuse.
George Washington,
Spymaster Thomas B. Allen
2007 A biography of
Revolutionary War general
and ﬁrst President of the
United States, George
Washington, focuses on his
use of spies to gather
intelligence that helped the
colonies win the war.
Reprint.
Neil Armstrong Is My
Uncle and Other Lies
Muscle Man McGinty Told
Me Nan Marino 2009-05-12
A tender story about a
tough-as-nails girl forced to
take one small step towards
understanding during the
summer of 1969. "Muscle
Man McGinty is a squirrelly
runt, a lying snake, and a
pitiful excuse for a ten-year
old......the problem is that
no one knows it but me. In
the entire town of
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Massapequa Park, only I can
see him for what he really is.
A phony." Tamara Ann
Simpson is determined to
expose Muscle Man McGinty,
a foster boy new to her
neighborhood, for the liar
that she knows he is. Muscle
Man tells the other kids his
uncle is Neil Armstrong and
he even has the audacity to
challenge the entire block to
a kickball game. So, why is
Tamara the only one who
can see through this kid? It's
the summer of 1969 and
things are changing in
Tamara's little town of
Massapequa, Long Island,
and in the world. Perhaps
Tamara can take one small
step towards a bit of
compassion and
understanding.
Johnny Tremain Esther
Forbes 1943 After injuring
his hand, a silversmith's
apprentice in Boston
becomes a messenger for
the Sons of Liberty in the
days before the American
Revolution.
The Liberating Truth of
Romans 6 Armand P Tiﬀe
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

2019-04-02 Four chapters
with Personal Application
Questions at the end of each
Chapter 1 The Liberating
Truth of Romans 6 Chapter 2
Know Your Position in Christ
Chapter 3 Consider This to
Be True Chapter 4 Present
Yourself to God as an
Instrument for
Righteousness Appendix
oﬀers a suggested
procedure for using this
booklet in a counseling and
discipleship ministry This
booklet is written for
Christians who are looking
for hope and help in
overcoming sinful habits,
thoughts, and tendencies
that are hindering their walk
with God, hurting their
closest relationships, and
undermining their peace and
joy in Christ. Armand P. Tiﬀe
is also the author of
Transformed into His
Likeness: A Handbook for
Putting Oﬀ Sin and Putting
On Righteousness and The
Most Encouraging Promise in
the Bible, Encouraging
Words for Discouraged Souls
Sharing Snowy Marilyn
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Helmer 2008-11-01 More
than anything else in the
world, Ali wants a pet cat for
her birthday. Unfortunately
her brother Jay is allergic to
cats. One day, Ali discovers
that something is sharing
her clubhouse with her. To
Ali's delight, the new
resident is a beautiful white
cat, who she names Snowy.
Ali thinks that the clubhouse
is the perfect home for
Snowy. But is she right and,
more importantly, is Snowy
really hers to keep?
Johnny Tremain (eBook)
Carmela M. Krueser
1989-09-01 Exploring
Literature is a complete
teaching unit designed to
give you everything needed
to help students understand
and appreciate ﬁne
literature. This exciting
approach includes
classroom-tested activities
sure to save you hours of
valuable preparation time.
Unconventional Warfare
(Special Forces, Book 1)
Chris Lynch 2018-11-27
Discover the secret missions
behind America's greatest
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

conﬂicts. Danny Manion has
been ﬁghting his entire life.
Sometimes with his ﬁsts.
Sometimes with his words.
But when his actions ﬁnally
land him in real trouble, he
can't ﬁght the judge who
oﬀers him a choice: jail... or
the army. Turns out there's
a perfect place for him in
the US military: the Studies
and Observation Group
(SOG), an elite volunteeronly task force comprised of
US Air Force Commandos,
Army Green Berets, Navy
SEALS, and even a CIA
agent or two. With the
SOG's focus on covert action
and psychological warfare,
Danny is guaranteed an
unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one.
Fortunately, the very same
qualities that got him in
trouble at home make him a
natural-born commando in a
secret war. Even if almost
nobody knows he's there.
National Book Award ﬁnalist
Chris Lynch begins a new,
explosive ﬁction series
based on the real-life, topsecret history of US black
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ops.
Johnny Tremain Novel
Units Student Packet
Novel Units 2019-07-15
Sunrise Over Fallujah
Walter Dean Myers
2010-02-01 Robin "Birdy"
Perry, a new army recruit
from Harlem, isn't quite sure
why he joined the army, but
he's sure where he's
headed: Iraq. Birdy and the
others in the Civilian Aﬀairs
Battalion are supposed to
help secure and stabilize the
country and successfully
interact with the Iraqi
people. Oﬃcially, the code
name for their maneuvers is
Operation Iraqi Freedom.
But the young men and
women in the CA unit have a
simpler name for it:WAR
Johnny Tremain Barbara M.
Linde 2000-03-01 Essentially
a complete teacher's
manual for the novel, this
LitPlan Teacher Pack
includes lesson plans and
reproducible resource
materials for Johnny
Tremain by Esther Forbes. It
includes: Daily Lessons,
Short answer study
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

questions, Multiple choice
quiz questions, Vocabulary
worksheets for each reading
assignment, 3 detailed
writing assignments,
Individual and group
activities, Critical thinking
discussion questions, 5 unit
tests (2 short answer, 2
multiple choice, 1
advanced), Evaluation
forms, Review puzzles &
games, Bulletin board ideas,
Reproducible student
materials, and more!
Melancholia and
Maturation Eric L.
Tribunella 2010-01-15
“Coming of age” in
children’s ﬁction often
means achieving maturity
through the experience of
trauma. In classics ranging
from Old Yeller to The
Outsiders, a narrative of
psychological pain deﬁes
expectations of childhood as
a time of innocence and
play. In this provocative new
book, Eric L. Tribunella
explores why trauma,
especially the loss of a loved
object, occurs in some of the
most popular and critically
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acclaimed twentieth-century
American ﬁction for children.
Tribunella draws on queer
theory and feminist
revisions of Freud’s notion of
melancholia, which is
described as a fundamental
response to loss, arguing
that the low-grade
symptoms of melancholia
are in fact what characterize
the mature, sober, and
responsible American adult.
Melancholia and Maturation
looks at how this eﬀect is
achieved in a society that
purports to protect
youngsters from every
possible source of danger,
thus requiring melancholia
to be induced artiﬁcially.
Each of the book’s ﬁve
chapters focuses on a
diﬀerent kind of lost object
sacriﬁced so as to propel the
child toward a distinctively
gendered, sexual, ethical,
and national
adulthood—from same-sex
friends to the
companionship of boy-andhis-dog stories, from the lost
ideals of historical ﬁction
about the American
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

Revolution to the children
killed or traumatized in
Holocaust novels. The
author examines a wide
spectrum of
works—including Jack
London’s dog tales, the
contemporary “realistic”
novels of S. E. Hinton, and
Newbery Medal winners like
Johnny Tremain and Bridge
to Terabithia. Tribunella
raises fundamental
questions about the value of
children’s literature as a
whole and provides context
for understanding why
certain books become
required reading for youth.
Eric L. Tribunella is assistant
professor of English at the
University of Southern
Mississippi. His articles have
been published in Children’s
Literature Association
Quarterly, Children’s
Literature in Education, The
Lion and the Unicorn: A
Critical Journal of Children’s
Literature, and Children’s
Literature.
Riﬂes for Watie Harold
Keith 2015-05-19 Winner of
the Newbery Medal * An ALA
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Notable Children’s Book *
Winner of the Lewis Carroll
Shelf Award A captivating
and richly detailed novel
about one young soldier who
saw the Civil War from both
sides and lived to tell the
tale. Earnest, plain-spoken
sixteen-year-old Jeﬀ Bussey
has ﬁnally gotten his
father’s consent to join the
Union volunteers. It’s 1861
in Linn County, Kansas, and
Jeﬀ is eager to ﬁght for the
North before the war is over,
which he’s sure will be soon.
But weeks turn to months,
the marches through ﬁelds
and woods prove endless,
hunger and exhaustion
seem to take up permanent
residence in Jeﬀ’s bones,
and he learns what it really
means to ﬁght in
battle—and to lose friends.
When he ﬁnds himself
among enemy troops, he’ll
have to put his life on the
line to advance the Union
cause. Thoroughly
researched and based on
ﬁrsthand accounts, Riﬂes for
Watie “should hold a place
with the best Civil War
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

ﬁction for young people”
(The Horn Book). A strong
choice for independent
reading and for sharing in a
classroom and for
homeschooling. As a
homeschool cooperative
teacher commented: "The
book has launched many
discussions in our class.
When a person is on one
side of a conﬂict, it is
important to remember that
people on the other side are
also people. Jeﬀ is a perfect
model for how treating
people with respect can
happen even in war."
A Guide for Using Johnny
Tremain in the Classroom
Jean Lockett Haack 1994
Teaching literature unit
based on the popular
children's story, Johnny
Tremain.
The Last Family in
England Matt Haig
2018-01-04 FROM THE
NUMBER ONE SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR Meet the Hunter
family: Adam, Kate, and
their children Hal and
Charlotte. And Prince, their
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Labrador. Prince is an
earnest young dog, striving
hard to live up to the tenets
of the Labrador Pact
(Remain Loyal to Your
Human Masters, Serve and
Protect Your Family at Any
Cost). Other dogs, led by the
Springer Spaniels, have
revolted. As things in the
Hunter family begin to go
badly awry – marital
breakdown, rowdy teenage
parties, attempted suicide –
Prince’s responsibilities
threaten to overwhelm him
and he is forced to break the
Labrador Pact and take
desperate action to save his
Family.
The Fighting Ground Avi
2016-03-08 Scott O’Dell
Award for Best Historical
Fiction * ALA Notable Book *
ALA Best Books for YA
Newbery Medal-winning
author Avi tells the
“compelling story of a young
boy’s ﬁrst encounter with
war and how it changes
him.”—Publishers Weekly
Jonathan may be only
thirteen years old, but with
the Revolutionary War
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

unfolding around him, he’s
more certain than ever that
he wants to be a part of
it—to ﬁght for independence
alongside his brother and
cousin to defeat the British.
But Jonathan’s father,
himself wounded from
battle, refuses to let his son
join the front lines. When
Jonathan hears the tavern
bell toll, calling all soldiers
to arms, he rushes to enlist
without telling his dad. Gun
in hand, Jonathan falls in
with a militia and marches
onward to the ﬁghting
ground. It feels like he’s
been waiting his whole life
for this moment. But no
amount of daydreaming
could prepare Jonathan for
what he encounters. In just
twenty-four hours, his life
will be forever changed—by
his fellow soldiers,
unsuspecting enemies, and
the frightening and
complicated realities of war.
More than thirty years after
its publication, award-winner
The Fighting Ground
continues to be an
important work of historical
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ﬁction for young readers.
Montmorency Eleanor
Updale 2004 When a petty
thief falls through a glass
roof while ﬂeeing from the
police, it should have been
the death of him. Instead, it
marks the beginning of a
whole new life. Soon he has
become the most successful
-- and elusive -- burglar in
Victorian London, plotting
daring raids and using
London's new sewer system
to escape. He adopts a dual
existence to ﬁt his new
lifestyle, taking on the roles
of a respectable, wealthy
gentleman named
Montmorency and his
corrupt servant, Scarper.
Across Five Aprils Irene
Hunt 2002-01-08 The
Newbery Award-winning
author of Up a Road Slowly
presents the unforgettable
story of Jethro Creighton—a
brave boy who comes of age
during the turbulent years of
the Civil War. In 1861,
America is on the cusp of
war, and young Jethro
Creighton is just nine-yearsold. His brother, Tom, and
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

his cousin, Eb, are both of
ﬁghting age. As Jethro's
family is pulled into the
conﬂict between the North
and the South, loyalties are
divided, dreams are
threatened, and their bonds
are put to the test in this
heart-wrenching, coming of
age story. “Drawing from
family records and from
stories told by her
grandfather, the author has,
in an uncommonly ﬁne
narrative, created living
characters and vividly
reconstructed a crucial
period of history.”—Booklist
My Ex-Life Stephen
McCauley 2018-05-08
National Bestseller Best
Book of the Year: NPR, Shelf
Awareness “I didn't know
how much I needed a laugh
until I began reading
Stephen McCauley's new
novel, My Ex-Life. This is the
kind of witty, sparkling,
sharp novel for which the
verb ‘chortle’ was invented.”
—Maureen Corrigan, Fresh
Air “McCauley ﬁts neatly
alongside Tom Perrotta and
Maria Semple in the
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category of ‘Novelists You’d
Most Like to Drive Across
the Country With.’” —The
New York Times Book
Review David Hedges’s life
is coming apart at the
seams. His job helping San
Francisco rich kids get into
the colleges of their
(parents’) choice is
exasperating; his younger
boyfriend has left him; and
the beloved carriage house
he rents is being sold. His
solace is a Thai takeout joint
that delivers 24/7. The last
person he expects to hear
from is Julie Fiske. It’s been
decades since they’ve
spoken, and he’s relieved to
hear she’s recovered from
her brief, misguided ﬁrst
marriage. To him. Julie
deﬁnitely doesn’t have a
problem with marijuana
(she’s given it up
completely, so it doesn’t
matter if she gets stoned
almost daily) and the Airbnb
she’s running out of her
seaside house north of
Boston is neither shabby nor
illegal. And she has two
whole months to come up
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

with the money to buy said
house from her second
husband before their divorce
is ﬁnalized. She’d just like
David’s help organizing
college plans for her
seventeen-year-old
daughter. That would be
Mandy. To quote Barry
Manilow, Oh Mandy. While
she knows she’s smarter
than most of the kids in her
school, she can’t ﬁgure out
why she’s making so many
incredibly dumb and
increasingly dangerous
choices? When David ﬂies
east, they ﬁnd themselves
living under the same roof
(one David needs to repair).
David and Julie pick up
exactly where they left oﬀ
thirty years ago—they’re
still best friends who can
ﬁnish each other’s
sentences. But there’s one
broken bit between them
that no amount of home
renovations will ﬁx. In prose
ﬁlled with hilarious and
heartbreakingly accurate
one-liners, Stephen
McCauley has written a
novel that examines how we
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deﬁne home, family, and
love. Be prepared to laugh,
shed a few tears, and have
thoughts of your own ex-life
triggered. (Throw pillows
optional.)
Pavi Sharma's Guide to
Going Home Bridget Farr
2019-09-17 The Fosters
meets The Great Gilly
Hopkins in this moving novel
of a young girl who as sets
oﬀ on an important mission
to save a fellow foster kid
from the home that still
haunts her nightmares.
Twelve-year-old Pavi
Sharma is an expert at the
Front Door Face: the perfect
mix of puppy dog eyes and
a lemonade smile, the exact
combination to put foster
parents at ease as they
open their front door to
welcome you in. After being
bounced around between
foster families and shelter
stays, Pavi is a foster care
expert, and she runs a
"business" teaching other
foster kids all she has
learned. With a wonderful
foster family in mom
Marjorie and brother
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

Hamilton, things are looking
up for Pavi. Then Pavi meets
Meridee: a new ﬁve-year-old
foster kid, who is getting
placed at Pavi's ﬁrst
horrendous foster home.
Pavi knows no one will trust
a kid about what happened
on Lovely Lane, even one as
mature as she is, so it's up
to her to save Meridee. With
help from Hamilton,
brooding eighth grader
Santos, and Hamilton's
somewhat obnoxious BFF
Piper, they set oﬀ on an
important mission with lifechanging stakes. Pavi will
stop at nothing to keep
Meridee safe.
Wolf by the Ears Ann Rinaldi
1993-01-01 The acclaimed
author of The Last Silk Dress
and Time Enough For Drums
tells the intense,
provocative story of a slave,
Harriet Hemings, who some
believe was the daughter of
Thomas Jeﬀerson.
"Tantalizing . . . history
brought to life by a skillful
and imaginative author".-VOYA. An ALA Best Book for
Young Adults.
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The Bark of the Bog Owl
Jonathan Rogers 2004 As
Aidan Errol is pronounced
Wilderking, a pact is signed
between Corenwald and the
Pyrthen Empire, but as
Aiden shoulders the weight
and glory of his destiny,
Corenwald is double crossed
and an epic battle to save
the kingdom ensues.
Original.
The Cabin Faced West
Jean Fritz 2001-08-30 Ann
Hamilton's family has
moved to the western
frontier of Pennsylvania, and
she misses her old home in
Gettysburg. There are no
girls her age on Hamilton
Hill, and life is hard. But
when the Hamiltons survive
a terrible storm and receive
a surprise visit from George
Washington, Ann realizes
that pioneer life is exciting
and special.
Turn Homeward, Hannalee
Patricia Beatty 1984-10-17
Twelve-year-old Hannalee
Reed, forced to relocate in
Indiana along with other
Georgia millworkers during
the Civil War, leaves her
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

mother with a promise to
return home as soon as the
war ends.
Young Fu of the Upper
Yangtze Elizabeth Foreman
Lewis 2016-04-12 When
Young Fu arrives with his
mother in bustling 1920s
Chungking, all he has seen
of the world is the rural
farming village where he
has grown up. He knows
nothing of city life. But the
city, with its wonders and
dangers, fascinates the 13year-old boy, and he sets
out to make the best of what
it has to oﬀer him. First
published in 1932, Young Fu
of the Upper Yangtze was
one of the earliest Newbery
Medal winners. Although
China has changed since
that time, Young Fu's
experiences are universal:
making friends, making
mistakes, and making one's
way in the world.
Chains Laurie Halse
Anderson 2010-01-05 When
her owner dies at the start
of the Revolution, a greedy
nephew keeps Isabel and
her younger sister enslaved
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and sells them to Loyalists
in New York, where Isabel is
oﬀered the chance to spy for
the Patriots.
Sacred Country Rose
Tremain 1995-06 Certain
that she is really a male
trapped in a female's body,
Mary Ward pursues this
elusive identity, much to the
consternation of her mother,
her brother, and a
neighbor's son, in an
acclaimed novel shortlisted
for the Booker Prize. Reprint.
Johnny Tremain Gregory
Power 1993 A study guide to
accompany the reading of
Johnny Tremain in the
classroom featuring
suggested discussion
questions, vocabulary work,
work sheets, related Bible
passages and further
readings.
The Ransom of Mercy
Carter Caroline B. Cooney
2011 In 1704, in the English
settlement of Deerﬁeld,
Massachusetts, eleven-yearold Mercy and her family
and neighbors are captured
by Mohawk Indians and their
French allies, and forced to
johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

march through bitter cold to
French Canada.
The Book of Summer
Michelle Gable 2017-05-09
The ocean, the wild roses on
the dunes and the stunning
Cliﬀ House, perched atop a
bluﬀ in Sconset, Nantucket.
Inside the faded pages of
the Cliﬀ House guest book
live the spellbinding stories
of its female inhabitants:
from Ruby, a bright-eyed
newlywed on the eve of
World War II to her
granddaughter Bess, who
returns to the beautiful
summer estate. For the ﬁrst
time in four years, physician
Bess Codman visits the
compound her greatgrandparents built almost a
century before, but due to
erosion, the once-grand
home will soon fall into the
sea. Bess must now put
aside her complicated
memories in order to pack
up the house and deal with
her mother, a notorious
town rabble-rouser, who
refuses to leave. It’s not just
memories of her family
home Bess must face
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though, but also an old love
that might hold new
possibilities. In the midst of
packing Bess rediscovers
the forgotten family guest
book. Bess’s grandmother
and primary keeper of the
book, Ruby, always said Cliﬀ
House was a house of
women, and by the very last
day of the very last summer
at Cliﬀ House, Bess will
understand the truth of her
grandmother’s words in
ways she never imagined.
Lyddie Katherine Paterson
1995-01-01 From two-time
Newbery award-winning
author Katherine Paterson.
When Lyddie and her
younger brother are hired
out as servants to help pay
oﬀ their family farm's debts,
Lyddie is determined to ﬁnd
a way to reunite her family
once again. Hearing about
all the money a girl can
make working in the textile
mills in Lowell,
Massachusetts, she makes

johnny-tremain-chapter-questions

her way there, only to ﬁnd
that her dreams of returning
home may never come true.
Includes an all-new common
core aligned educator's
guide. "Rich in historical
detail...a superb story of
grit, determination, and
personal growth." —The
Horn Book, starred review
"Lyddie is full of life, full of
lives, full of reality." —The
New York Times Book
Review An ALA Notable Book
An ALA Best Book for Young
Adults A Booklist Editor's
Choice American Bookseller
"Pick of the Lists" School
Library Journal Best Book
Parents magazine Best Book
A Young Patriot Jim Murphy
1998-03 Recounts
skirmishes and major
campaigns by a soldier who
enlisted at age ﬁfteen and
served seven years with
Washington's Continental
Army
Johnny Tremain Student
Discussion Guide Ann
Maouyo 2014
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